
The Zomo Flightcase PM-A9 Plus NSE is the ideal case for your 

Pioneer DJ DJM-A9 mixer. The unique Night Style Edition (NSE)

gives this flight case an impressive, jet-black appearance that

convinces not only with its robust quality but also with its stylish look.

As a renowned manufacturer of DJ cases, Zomo ensures that its

products are suitable for both road and air transport. Therefore, the

DJM-A9 equipment flight case is well-equipped to handle all DJ gigs

effortlessly. Excellent internal padding reliably protects your

equipment from damage, scratches, or external harm and also

prevents the mixer from slipping.

The PM-A9 Plus NSE flight case is made of solid, laminated 9mm

plywood, giving it high shock and scratch resistance. The extra-wide, 

black lacquered aluminum profiles and the sturdy ball corners

 ensure high durability, which is essential for professional use.

In case you need access to the mixer's inputs during your

performance, the front panel can be quickly and easily removed

 even when the DJ gear is still inside the DJ case. A special feature of

the PLUS version of this flight case is the integrated, pull-out laptop

shelf. It provides a secure hold for your notebook during the

performance, enhancing the case's practicality.

The Pioneer DJ equipment case in the dark NSE edition not only offers professional quality but also captivates with a classic

appearance that is guaranteed to catch everyone's attention. The butterfly latches ensure a secure hold of the lid and allow for easy

opening and closing. For additional protection, all NSE flight cases can be secured with an optional padlock.

With the Zomo Flightcase PM-A9 Plus NSE, you'll get a professional DJ case that leaves nothing to be desired in terms of quality,

design, and functionality.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Protects your equipment from negative influences

Premium quality and craftsmanship

Most stable construction

Contemporary design

Brilliant shelf for laptops

Well-crafted internal padding

Genius ball corners for optimal shock protection

High-quality butterfly latches

Convenient carrying handles

Removable lid

Integrated pull-out shelf for 1x notebook up to 17 inches

SPECIFICATIONS

Exterior material 9mm plywood

Color Black (NSE)

Compatible devices 1x Pioneer DJ DJM-A9
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